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fanshawe college fine art faculty exhibition
This exhibition of work by current and recent
faculty reflects the interests and philosophy of
education of the Fine Art Program at Fanshawe
College in London, Ontario. The department was
initiated in 1969 by Mackie Cryderman, a local art
educator. A young, international faculty quickly
developed a reputation for taking an experimental
approach to Canadian art education. Large studios
were established with an emphasis on materials,
processes, and ideas. Since its inception, the
teaching philosophy has been one of encourage
ment and of knowing students individually.
Fanshawe's Fine Art Program is an intensive,
three-year course of study which includes
instruction in drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, photography, video, installation,
digital imaging, and art history. Such breadth of
training is considered necessary for students to
become professional artists and/or educators.
Over its 35 years, the program's curriculum has
been based on a hands-on approach. In the first
year, students explore a wide range of processes,
materials, and scale. Second year has a narrower

focus with an emphasis on ambitious, multi-media
projects. Third-year students have their own studio
work spaces where they can develop individual
ideas. It is here that they begin to understand the
implications of being a professional artist.
Although Fanshawe's program is recognized as
a unique, tangible, and respected alternative to a
university Fine Art education, graduates also have
the opportunity to transfer credits to a number of
recognized BFA degree-granting institutions.
Fanshawe's emphasis on studio time accommo
dates a specific type of student, as well as those
who are academically-oriented.
The list of faculty, visiting artists, and guest
speakers who have contributed to the program
over a span of four decades clearly exemplifies
a broad and accomplished range of individuals.
An innovative and lively approach to education in
the visual arts is equally reflected in the diversity
of work that this exhibition encompasses.
Tony McAulay
Coordinator, Fine Art Program

Norman Colton
My works are to be seen as maps or mapping tendencies,
both metaphorically and literally. They should generate
thoughts about how art and art practice can possibly be
defined. I see my works as the result of a mutilated
trajectory of methods - a constant series of processes
redefining the work's surface and quality. Natural
processes such as decay, colour changes, chemical
reactions and fragmentation mark their persistent
presence in the work. In
doing so, they pose questions regarding authorship and the degree
of intervention required to qualify the work. Such an approach is
celebratory and suggests a joie de vivre for the process.
A further extension of this approach is to adopt the practice of the
bricoleur, who works with / tinkers with the collection of fragments
that are left over from human endeavors - in other words, the
odds and ends which make up but a sub-set of the culture. I have
now embarked on a program of re-examining methods of
phenomenological events - how things go bump in the night or, as
Jacques Derrida would put it, "How a phenomenon can change the
canons of History."The activity of the event will be another inquiry
in which the process of my experimentation with the residue of
commonplace material practice will lead to new uncharted and
newly mapped areas.
Norman Colton; Mother 1996; body fluids, graphite, thread
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Michael Durham
Pistol Shot 2004; mixed media collage

Michael Durham
Working with collage gives me the
freedom to manipulate images and
find unexpected juxtapositions
between the images.
Surprise, spontaneity, chance and
discovery are vital to my working
process.
The works are often recycled and
used in new contexts.
The images are taken from my travels,
my toy collections and my dreams.
The contrast between the familiar,
the things closest to me, and the
exotic images from other cultures is
a central interest in these pieces.
I try to combine images, objects and
memories in ways that allow for many
interpretations, while still making my
own private world in each piece.
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Joscelyn Gardner

The drawings are about re-imaging existing
photographs into graphite and ink. They are not copies,
they are not facsimiles, nor are they examples of high
realism, since, among other things, they are about the
language of the applied medium. They develop by
going from one place to another and then arriving at
a completion. Drawing is like thinking, but it's about
doing. I am interested in the meticulous, and always
relieved when a piece is finished.

In my work I use a (white) postcolonial Creole
feminist methodology to probe historical
representations of Creole identity in order to
negotiate a legitimate space for my contemporary
Creole voice. This series of black and white
lithographic 'portraits' recalls nineteenth-century
abolitionist illustrations and plays on the view that
slavery's memory can be objectified through an
emphasis on the tools of torture rather than on the
slave body itself. By illustrating these horrific whips,
collars, chains, and branding irons entwined within
exquisitely braided hair, I construct simultaneously
attractive and repugnant hybrid images that
Joscelyn Gardner
resonate as metaphors for the weightiness of
Dolly. .. Daughter of Old Doll 2002-03
history in contemporary postcolonial life. Recalling
lithograph on frosted mylar
the site of hair as the second most important
corporeal sign of race, these ambiguous inverted portraits seek to 'name' and
empower the women lost to anonymity on the plantations and open up a space
for contemplating the shared experience of slavery and its after-effects. Though
grounded in the Caribbean's historical/ cultural specificity, the works point to the
wider issue of white Western postcolonial guilt and aim to subvert the notion that
colonialism's effects are solely an issue of the Other.

The 'all-over' activity
is to suggest that
the drawing has
been developed as
far as it can go, and
could stand a lot of
inspection. Perhaps
viewers can apply
their own meaning.
Tony McAuley

Untitled 2003
graphite on paper

Patrick Thibert

Thierry Delva

I have been working with portraits in one form or another
for the past seventeen years. The current body of relief
sculptures resides well within the long history of portrait
sculpture. The approach to the model over this period of
time has moved from the conceptual to the perceptual and
back again. Working from the model has given me license
to explore different ways to present portrait sculpture.
The primary subject matter is that of the model. However,
the model contributes to a secondary subject matter that
revolves around the use of different materials and
processes. This exploration of material and process
enables me each and every time, through various
juxtapositions, to present a different image of that particular
model. As a result, a new way of seeing the model is
offered to the viewer.

Patrick Thibert
Billie #8 2002
iron powder resin, plywood, resin, copper

Arsenal consists of a series of
plaster casts taken from a cheap
plastic rifle/shotgun case
purchased at Wal-Mart. Each
cast is sprayed with one of the
ten available stone colours
manufactured by Kry/on, Make It
Stone! In turn, each of the pieces
is titled by way of a high-end rifle
or shotgun make and type. These
works recall a rec-room culture
that includes hunting equipment
and Martha Stewart-like
sensibilities of artificial
beautification. These
manufactured ideals relate back
to contrary impressions of
attraction �nd repulsion.

Thierry Delva
Arsenal 2003 (detail: Beret/a 470 Silver Hawk
12-Gauge Shotgun in Amethyst)
hydrocal plaster, Krylon Make II Stone! paint

